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Tai Chi Testimonial 
-- Bill More, World's Second Happiest Retiree 
 

It seems crazy that I'd be writing this story but it has relevance to me to put it to 

paper and, hopefully, it may prove valuable to you as you read about my journey. I will 

soon be coming up to my 3rd anniversary of starting Tai Chi. 

I'm 71 and have always been in pretty good health though I have been more active 

in the last 15 years than I was intentionally active in the previous 30 years. You know, 

work does take its time. Raising a family takes time. I was in corporate sales for 

decades.   

My bride of 45+ years noticed that my balance was still good, not as good as it was 

years ago, mind you, but still OK. She did notice a slight degradation in the balance and 

heard that Tai Chi may be helpful to increase my balance, my stability, my direction in life, and my 

relaxation. She had heard there were classes at a new studio, and that it may be worth a look. I am very glad 

that I did. I met Keith Boswell who taught the class. He is a 44+ year learner of Tai Chi, a 30+ year teacher 

of Tai Chi, is knowledgeable, patient, and personal as can be. His partners are as well, by the way.   

I will tell you that I expected immediate results. Don't we do that as Americans? Give me patience and 

give it to me NOW!!  I learned that I was expected to improve, or at least not fall back, but slowly, gradually, 

by millimeters NOT by miles.  

I have learned innumerable things since that first class. There are no questions that are silly or 

seemingly insignificant. So ask. I learned that there are many, many layers to Tai Chi. So many, in fact, that 

even my teacher, and HIS teacher, are still learning after decades and decades of dedication to the practice. 

What does this layering mean for learning? It never ends. And that's a good thing. I was told there is no 

magic Tai Chi pill you can take to speed things up. Even the introductory or beginning lessons of Tai Chi 

have proved valuable.  

My balance is better. I had some stiffness in the left shoulder and that has improved. My movements 

are better and I am more aware or mindful of how my body moves, why it moves the way it does, and how I 

can be more efficient and, as a result, more effective in my day to day movements so I am not wasting time 

and energy unnecessarily. It works. 

 While Tai Chi is a martial art (offensive/defensive) discipline, I had no intention of learning that aspect 

of the practice. With the slow warm up exercises (Qigong) and the standing and breathing exercises, 

enjoying those and becoming ever better with each practice, I am ahead of the game.  

 

HOPE 
With classes being suspended due to COVID 19, we hope everyone is following 

CDC guidelines to stay healthy and safe. Please check Facebook and our website for 

updates.  We plan on posting short videos to encourage everyone to continue to 

practice.  

Let’s be a channel of Healing, Optimism, Peace, and Empathy. 
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Finding your Balance 
By Keith Boswell 

We are blessed to live in a society where medical technology has 

found cures and/or treatment for many of the diseases and conditions 

that plagued us for centuries.  This helps us live longer, more active 

lives. However, on the flip side of the coin, the fast pace demands of this 

technology driven society also leads to higher levels of stress and a 

different set of challenges. So in contrast to technology we need to find 

other ways to improve our mental and emotional balance. We also need 

to maintain our physical balance, especially as we get older and have 

more injuries from falls. 

Regular practice of Tai Chi can provide significant help in both of these areas.  First, let's take a look at 

falls. According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC): 

25% of older adults reported a fall 

20% of these falls causes a serious injury (head trauma or a fracture) 

The severity of the injuries can be compounded if the senior is taking certain medications, such as 

blood thinners 

Even in cases that do not result in injury, people can develop a real fear of falling and as a consequence 

start to reduce their physical activity even more. 

To reduce falls, Tai Chi integrates the elements required to build a stable structure: leg strength, 

flexibility, range of motion, improved reflexes.  The slow, deliberate footwork brings more awareness to the 

soles of the feet, improving the sensitivity of foot to the floor, increasing awareness to changes in the angle 

of the ankle and weight distribution." 

By constantly shifting your weight back and forth, you're teaching your body to be more sensitive and 

have greater strength, and as a result you will be able to respond faster in different situations without 

falling.  

In a broader sense our mental and emotional balance is every bit as important as physical balance.  We 

are all  impacted by the pressures of our work and issues of daily living. Ongoing stress can lead to high 

blood pressure, heart disease, and anxiety.  So we really need the tools to deal with stress in order to 

maintain our health.  

Australian researchers looked at 26 studies published between 1985 and 2017 which examined how tai 

chi and other mindful interventions moderated key stroke risk factors, including blood pressure, 

cholesterol, diabetes, atrial fibrillation, smoking and alcohol consumption, obesity, anxiety and depression. 

Our mission is to improve health through mindful movement. We accomplish this by offering Tai Chi 

classes 6 days and various times each week.  We also offer specific classes that address balance and stress 

reduction.  We believe the Mindful Movement Center (MMC) is the place to find your balance. 

Come Join Us. 

 

All classes are suspended until further notice. 
We are posting short videos on Facebook and we have started online classes.  Check 
our website for details . As always we encourage all to continue practice at home. 
 
Drop in to try any class for $10 per session or a monthly membership of $50 for 

unlimited sessions. Membership also provides discounts on workshops and private sessions. 
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